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Abstract – Load-normalized strain energy increments between consecutive load steps are aggregated through the
Kreisselmeier-Steinhauser (KS) function, and the KS function is proposed as a stiffness criterion of geometrically
nonlinear structures. A topology optimization problem is defined to minimize the KS function together with the
perimeter of structure and a volume constraint. The finite element analysis is done by remeshing, and artificial weak
material is not used. The topology optimization problem is solved by using the level set method. Several numerical
examples in two dimensions are provided. Other criteria of stiffness, i.e., the end compliance and the complementary
work, are compared.
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1 Introduction
Maximizing stiffness of structures is a major topic of structural optimization. However, most of the studies on stiffness
maximization consider linear elastic structures, and the studies
on geometrically nonlinear structures are limited.
As the magnitude of external load increases slowly from
zero to the target load level (i.e., under quasi-static condition),
the configuration of a geometrically nonlinear structure
changes, as a result the stiffness of structure changes as well.
For instance, the distance from the external load to the support
of a structure may become shorter when the structure deforms,
thus the stiffness of structure increases. One can see that the
stiffness of a geometrically nonlinear structure depends on its
configuration. Therefore, evaluation of the stiffness of a geometrically nonlinear structure is ambiguous. It may refer to
an instantaneous stiffness of a specific configuration in the
whole course of deformation, or it may have a more comprehensive meaning that involves with many configurations.
Stiffness of a structure is often represented by the compliance (denoted as W), the strain energy (denoted as U), or the
complementary work (denoted as UC) [1–4]. For a linear elastic structure, minimizing any one of the three functions leads to
the same result because W = 2U = 2UC. For a geometrically
*e-mail: qxia@mail.hust.edu.cn

nonlinear structure, however, different results may be obtained
if a different function is used in optimization because
W 5 2U 5 2UC [2]. The compliance, the strain energy, the
complementary work, along with a typical load-displacement
curve of a geometrically nonlinear structure are illustrated in
Figure 1. Area of the rectangle is equal to the compliance; area
of the region under or above the curve is respectively equal to
the strain energy or the complementary work.
Compliance or the so-called end compliance is used in
most of the studies that aim to maximize the stiffness of geometrically nonlinear structures. It characterizes the stiffness of
the final equilibrium configuration of a geometrically nonlinear
structure, and the result of compliance minimization depends
on load level [2]. In other words, the shape and topology of
the optimal structure will change if the magnitude of design
load is changed. More interesting, it was observed that the optimal structure obtained with a big design load is not stiff for
smaller design load [2]. Therefore, it was suggested that the
end compliance may not be the best criterion of stiffness for
geometrically nonlinear structures [2, 5].
In order to overcome such a problem, Buhl et al. [2] proposed to minimize the complementary work and numerically
approximated it through a weighted combination of displacements of many deformed configurations including the final
equilibrium configuration and those went through before the
final equilibrium. The strain energy was also used in the
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Figure 1. A load-displacement curve of geometrically nonlinear
structure.

optimization of geometrically nonlinear structures [6]. Again,
it was numerically approximated through a weighted combination of displacements of many deformed configurations [6].
Minimizing the complementary work or the strain energy
can be regarded as a multi-objective optimization whose objectives are the displacements of many deformed configurations.
To conclude, the end compliance describes only the instantaneous stiffness of the equilibrium configuration, but the complementary work and the strain energy give more
comprehensive descriptions of stiffness since they involve with
many configurations.
Although minimization of the complementary work or the
strain energy offers a control over the displacements of many
deformed configurations, the fixed weights of displacements
in the weighted combinations are not perfect when they are
viewed in the perspective of multi-objective optimization.
Therefore, in the present study, we propose to extend the
inspiring previous studies by considering load-normalized
strain energy increments between consecutive load steps.
The increments are aggregated through the KreisselmeierSteinhauser (KS) function [7], and the KS function is proposed
as a stiffness criterion of geometrically nonlinear structures.
Then, a topology optimization problem is defined. The different criteria of stiffness are investigated and compared in the
present paper.
Another important issue in the topology optimization of
geometrically nonlinear structures is concerned with the
numerical instability that may arise in the finite element analysis. In most topology optimizations, a method employing a
fixed mesh and ersatz material is used for the finite element
analysis. Such a method uses an artificial weak material to represent void. However, in the topology optimization of geometrically nonlinear structures, if an element filled with the
artificial weak material undergoes excessively large deformation, its tangent stiffness matrix may become negative, and this
will cause numerical instability. In the literature, several methods have been proposed to deal with such numerical instability.
Buhl et al. [2] observed that the numerical instability arised at
the nodes surrounded by ‘‘void’’ elements and proposed to
eliminate such nodes from the convergence criterion. Bruns
and Tortorelli [8] presented a systematic method for removing
and reintroducing low density elements. Yoon and Kim [9]

proposed a method that uses connectivity between elements
as the design variables of topology optimization. In addition,
Lahuerta et al. [10] and Wang et al. [11] proposed to tailor
the material model of the artificial weak material such that
the numerical instability can be eliminated. Meshless methods
were also proposed by Cho and Kwak [12] and He et al. [13] to
overcome the numerical instability. In a level set based solution
to the topology optimization of geometrically nonlinear structures, remesh is proposed by Ha and Cho [14] to obtain a mesh
that is conformal to the geometry of the structure, thus eliminating the artificial weak material as well as the numerical
instability coming with it. In the present study, being similar
to the method proposed by Ha and Cho [14], we do the finite
element analysis by modifying a fixed background mesh and
do not use the artificial weak material, as proposed in our
previous study [15].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 some basics
of geometrically nonlinear structure are outlined. In Section 3
the end compliance, the strain energy, the complementary
work, and the proposed maximum of load-normalized strain
energy increments are discussed; formulation of the topology
optimization problem is described. In Section 4 sensitivity
analysis for the optimization problem is described. In Section 5
the level set method is briefly described. Section 6 describes
the finite element analysis. Section 7 gives numerical examples
and discussions. Section 8 concludes this paper.

2 Analysis of geometrically nonlinear structure
The open bounded set occupied by a structure is denoted as
X  Rd (d = 2 or 3). It is required that during optimization all
admissible structures stay in a fixed reference domain D  Rd ,
i.e., X  D. The boundary of X consists of three disjoint segments, i.e.,
oX ¼ CN [ CH [ CD ;

ð1Þ

where an external load is applied on the Neumann boundary
CN; a displacement constraint is enforced on the Dirichlet
boundary CD; CH denotes the free boundary. In the present
study, only CH is subjected to optimization, while both CN
and CD are fixed during the optimization.
In total Lagrangian formulation, weak form of the equilibrium equation of a geometrically nonlinear structure is given
by
Þ ¼ lðu
Þ;
aðu; u
where
Þ ¼
aðu; u

Z

 2 U;
8u

ÞdX;
S ij ðuÞ^eij ðu; u

ð2Þ

ð3Þ

0X

Þ ¼
lð u

Z
ti ui dC;

ð4Þ

0C
N

where 0X and 0CN are the structure domain and the Neumann
boundary at initial undeformed configuration (a left superscript on X and CN denotes the configuration of structure);
 is virtual displacement; U is the space
u is displacement; u
of kinematically admissible displacement fields, i.e.,
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 ¼ 0 on CD g; Sij(u) is the second
U ¼ f
u 2 H 1 ðXÞd : u
Þ is the virtual GreenPiola-Kirchhoff stress tensor; ^eij ðu; u
Lagrange strain tensor; ti is surface traction. In the present
study, surface traction are assumed to be independent of
deformation (e.g., a point load that does not change its direction during deformation of the structure), and body force is
not considered. Details of the analysis are referred to
[16, 17].
In the present study, although a structure undergoes large
displacement, the strain is assumed to be small. In such case,
the St.Venant-Kirchhoff material model is used, and the constitutive relation is given by
S ij ðuÞ ¼ C ijkl ekl ðuÞ;

ð5Þ

where Cijkl is the elasticity tensor, and in the present study
the material is assumed to be isotropic. The Green-Lagrange
strain ekl(u) is given by
!
1 oui
ouj ouk ouk
þ
þ
eij ðuÞ ¼
;
ð6Þ
2 o0 x j o0 x i o0 x i o0 x j
the virtual Green-Lagrange strain is given by

!
1 o
ui
o
uj o
uk ouk
ouk o
uk
^eij ðu; u
Þ ¼
þ
þ
þ
:
2 o0 xj o0 xi o0 xi o0 xj o0 xi o0 xj

ð7Þ

Þ is nonlinear in the argument u, the
Because aðu; u
Newton-Raphson method is used to solve the nonlinear
equilibrium equation, i.e., equation (2), in an iterative
manner. The displacement m+1u of the (m + 1)-th iteration
is computed as the sum of mu and an increment of
displacement Du
mþ1

u ¼ m u þ u:

ð8Þ

The increment of displacement Du is obtained by solving
a linearized equilibrium equation given by
m

m

; uÞ ¼ Rð u; u
Þ;
a ð u; u
where
 m

; uÞ ¼
a ð u; u

 2 U;
8u

ð9Þ

Z

m
m
ÞdX
C ijkl^ekl ð u; uÞ^eij ð u; u
Z
m
ÞdX;
þ
C ijkl ekl ð uÞ^
gij ðu; u
0X

ð10Þ

0X

m

Þ ¼
Rð u; u

Z

ti 
ui dC 

0C
N

and

Z

ÞdX; ð11Þ
C ijkl ekl ðm uÞ^eij ðm u; u
0X

!
1 oDuk o
uk oDuk o
uk
Þ ¼
^
þ
gij ðu; u
:
2 o0 x i o0 x j o0 x j o0 x i

ð12Þ

m

Þ in equation (11) defines the differThe residual Rð u; u
m
Þ and lð
uÞ, i.e.,
ence between að u; u
m
Þ ¼ aðm u; u
 Þ  lð u
Þ:
Rð u; u
ð13Þ
The equilibrium of a structure is found when R becomes a
zero vector.

3

3 Criteria of stiffness and optimization problem
In order to quantify the stiffness of a geometrically nonlinear structure, several criteria were used and discussed in the literature. They include the end compliance, the strain energy,
and the complementary work [1–4]. The relation between the
three criteria is given by
W ðuÞ ¼ U ðuÞ þ U C ðuÞ;

ð14Þ

where W is the end compliance; U is the strain energy; UC is
the complementary work.
The end compliance is used in most of the studies on stiffness
optimization of geometrically nonlinear structures. It is defined by
Z
Z
ti ui dC ¼
C ijkl ekl ðuÞ^eij ðu; uÞdX:
ð15Þ
W ðuÞ ¼
0C
N

0X

 in
The last equality is obtained by substituting u for u
equation (2). The form of end compliance given by
equation (15) is the same as that of the virtual work of external loads (i.e., Eq. (4)), however, the end compliance is not
the true work of external loads (under quasi-static condition).
The true work of external loads under quasi-static condition is equal to the strain energy stored in a structure, and it
is given by
Z
1
C ijkl ekl ðuÞeij ðuÞdX:
ð16Þ
U ðuÞ ¼
2 0X
It can be approximated by using a trapezoidal scheme as
[1, 6]
n Z
X
 s

1 s
ti þ ts1
ui  us1
dC
U ðuÞ ¼
i
i
2
0C
N
s¼1
¼

n
X

U s ;

ð17Þ

s¼1

where ts and us denote respectively the surface traction and
displacement of the s-th load step (here we use a right superscript to denote the index of load step in the numerical solution of equilibrium equation); the displacement usi or us is the
converged solution obtained through the Newton-Raphson
method for the s-th load step tsi ; DUs denotes the increment
of strain energy from the load step s1 to s.
Assuming that the increments of external load between
consecutive load steps are the same, we use Dti to denote the
increment. In the present study, because only dead load is considered, such an assumption is valid, but it will not be valid for
follower load. Based on this assumption, the strain energy can
be rewritten as
Z
n1 Z
X
1
U ðuÞ ¼ 
u0i ti dC 
usi ti dC
2 0 CN
0C
N
s¼1

Z
1
un ti dC:
ð18Þ
þ n
2 0 CN i
The complementary work UC of external load is obtained by
substituting equations (15) and (16) into equation (14) as [3]
Z
1
C ijkl ekl ðuÞ^gij ðu; uÞdX:
ð19Þ
U C ðuÞ ¼ U ðuÞ þ
2 0X

4
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It can also be approximated by using a trapezoidal scheme
as [2]
n Z
n
X
X
1 s
s
s1
ðui þ us1
U sC
U C ðuÞ ¼
i Þðt i  t i ÞdC ¼
2
0C
N
s¼1
s¼1
Z
n1 Z
X
1
0
¼
u ti dC þ
usi ti dC
2 0 CN i
0C
N
s¼1
Z
1
un ti dC;
þ
2 0 CN i
ð20Þ
U sC

denotes the increment of complementary work
where
from the load step s1 to s. From equation (19), one can
see that the complementary work UC of a geometrically nonlinear structure is not equal to the strain energy U.
As can be seen in equations (18) and (20), the strain energy
and the complementary work can be regarded as a weighted
combination of displacements. For instance, Dti/2 or Dti are
the weights in the complementary work. Minimization of U
or UC offers a control over the displacements of intermediate
load steps or the stiffness of intermediate configurations.
Therefore, as a stiffness criterion of geometrically nonlinear
structures, the strain energy and the complementary work give
a more comprehensive description of stiffness than the end
compliance. However, the fixed weights of displacements in
the weighted combinations are not perfect when they are
viewed in the perspective of multi-objective optimization.
In the present study, load-normalized strain energy
increments between consecutive load steps are aggregated
through the Kreisselmeier-Steinhauser (KS) function [7], and
the KS function is proposed as a stiffness criterion of geometrically nonlinear structures. Here, the KS function is
defined as
"
#
n
X
1
s
exp ðqu Þ ;
ð21Þ
KSðuÞ ¼ ln
q
s¼1
where q > 0 is a parameter, and Dus is defined by
Z


li usi  uis1 dC;
us ¼

ð22Þ

0C
N

where li, i = 1, . . . d are the weighting parameters, and they
are regarded as the components of an unit fictitious load
whose direction is the same as that of the external load t.
Because only dead load (magnitude and direction of the load
are independent of displacement) is considered in the present
study, the weighting parameters li are fixed during the
optimization.
Comparing equation (22) with equation (17), one can see
that Dus can be regarded as a load-normalized strain energy
increment, i.e., the increment of strain energy DUs is normalized by the average load ðtsi þ tis1 Þ=2. In addition, suppose that
a point load along the negative direction of y-axis is applied to
a geometrically nonlinear structure. Then, in equation (22),
the components of fictitious load are set to l1 = 0 and
l2 = 1. In this case, Dus can also be regarded as the increment
of displacement at the traction boundary.
The KS function has been used in many optimization problems to aggregate a family of functions into a single function

[18–21]. It was proved that the KS function is always bigger
than the maximum of the aggregated functions and that the
limit of KS function will be equal to the maximum when the
parameter q approaches positive infinity [22], i.e.,
KSðuÞ  maxfus g;

for all q > 0;

ð23Þ

and
lim KSðuÞ ¼ max fus g:

ð24Þ

q!þ1

Therefore, when the parameter q is very big, the KS function can be regarded as the maximum of load-normalized
strain energy increments.
Now, the optimization problem is defined as
min
s:t:

J ¼ KSðuÞ þ aP ðXÞ
2U
aðu; vÞ ¼ lðvÞ; 8 u
V ðXÞ  V  0

;

ð25Þ

where V(X) = X dx is the volume of a structure; a in the
objective function is a fixed positive parameter; P(X) is the
perimeter of a structure that is used to regularize the optimization problem [23–26]
Z
dC:
ð26Þ
P ðXÞ ¼
oX

The detailed discussions about the perimeter-based regularization in a level set based structure optimization are
referred to our previous studies [25, 26] and the references
therein.

4 Sensitivity analysis
4.1 Sensitivity of KS (Du)

We consider first the sensitivity of a generic function of
displacement given by
Z
wi ui dC;
ð27Þ
wðuÞ ¼
0C
N

where wi is the weight of displacement; ui is the displacement
of an equilibrium configuration (equilibrium configuration of
an intermediate load step or the final equilibrium configuration). For the end compliance, the weight is the external load
ti. For the strain energy and the complementary work, the
weights can be inferred from equation (18) to equation
(20). For the Dus in equation (22) the weights are the
fictitious load li.
The Lagrangian concerned with the generic function w(u)
is defined as
Lð0 X; u; vÞ ¼ wðuÞ þ lðvÞ  aðu; vÞ;

ð28Þ

where v is a Lagrange multiplier for equation (2), and it is
regarded as the adjoint displacement.
The partial derivative of L with respect to u in the direc is
tion u

 
 

oL
ow
oa
 ¼
 
 ;
;u
;u
;u
ð29Þ
ou
ou
ou
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where







ow

;u
ou


oa

;u
ou

¼

¼

Z

Þ ¼
a ðus ; vs ; u
Þ;
wi 
ui dC ¼ wðu

ð30Þ

0C
N



 ¼
a us1 ; vs1 ; u


Z

ÞdX
C ijkl^ekl ðu; vÞ^eij ðu; u
Z
ÞdX
þ
C ijkl ekl ðuÞ^
gij ðv; u

Z
li ui dC;

 2 U:
8u

The final result of shape derivative is rewritten as
)
Z (X
n
 s

0
s
s1
b G G
KS ¼
h n dC:
0C
H

Þ:
¼ a ðu; v; u

ð31Þ

The stationary condition of equation (29) leads to the
adjoint equation
 Þ ¼ w ðu
Þ;
a ðu; v; u

 2 U:
8u

ð32Þ

Equation (32) is solved for the adjoint displacement v, and
Þ is the tangent stiffness
the discretized version of a ðu; v; u
matrix constructed when the Newton-Raphson algorithm
arrives at a converged solution u.
Ignore the shape derivatives defined on boundary 0CN since
0
CN is not subject to optimization, and note that only 0CH is
optimized, we have the partial derivative of L with respect
to 0X in the direction h
Z


oL 0
X;
u;
vÞ
ð
h
Þ
¼

C ijkl ekl ðuÞ^eij ðu; vÞ
ð
0
0C
oX
ð33Þ
H
 h n dC;

ð40Þ

ð41Þ

oL
w ¼ 0 ð0 X; u; vÞðhÞ:
oX
0

ð34Þ

Through simple derivation, the shape derivative of strain
energy can be obtained as
!
Z
n
X
0
s
n
G h n dC;
U ðu Þ ¼
ð35Þ
CH

s¼0

where
Gs ¼ C ijkl ekl ðus Þ^eij ðus ; vs Þ;

ð36Þ

s

and u and v are the primary and adjoint displacements of the
s-th load step. The shape derivative of complementary work
has the same form as equation (35), except that the adjoint displacements vs are the solutions to different adjoint equations.
The shape derivative of the KS function equation (21) is
n
n
X
X
0
oKSðuÞ
0
s 0
KS ¼
ð
Du
Þ
¼
bs ðDus Þ ;
ð37Þ
s
oDu
s¼1
s¼1
where
expðqus Þ
;
bs ¼ P
n
expðqus Þ
ðGs  Gs1 Þh n dC;

4.2 Sensitivity of the perimeter term and volume
constraint

Now, we consider the objective function J augmented with
the volume constraint


J ¼ KS þ aP þ k V  V ;
ð43Þ
where k is the Lagrange multiplier for the volume constraint,
and it is updated during the optimization according to the the
augmented Lagrange multiplier method [27].
Note that only 0CH is optimized, the shape derivative of J is
Z
0

J ¼
Gh nds;
ð44Þ
0C
H

G¼

n
X



bs Gs  Gs1 þ aj þ k;

ð45Þ

s¼1

where j is the curvature of boundary.
According to equation (45), we can readily obtain the
steepest descent direction h by setting
ð46Þ
8 x 2 0 CH :

It can be seen that such h will yield J  0 which implies
the descent of J.
The properties of the optimization problem and the optimization algorithm in the present work do not guarantee global
optima. The optimization problem in the present study is not
convex, and there are many solutions such as one global and
many local minima. The optimization algorithm, i.e., the steepest
descent, is based on the gradient at the current point in the
design space, thus it sees no global information about the
objective function and constraints, and all improvements of
the structure is made based on local information at the current
point in the design space. Therefore, it cannot perform a global
search [28].
hðxÞ nðxÞ ¼ G;

ð38Þ

5 The level set method

s¼1

Z

ð42Þ

s¼1

where

and shape derivative of the function w(u) is

0

 2 U;
8u

N

0C
N

0X

ðus Þ ¼

li ui dC;
0C

0X

s

Z

ð39Þ

0C
H

where the adjoint displacements vs in Gs and vs1 in Gs1 are
the solutions of the following two adjoint equations

In the level set method [29, 30], the boundary of a shape X
is represented implicitly through a level set function U(x) as its
zero level set, i.e., fx 2 Rd j UðxÞ ¼ 0g, and U(x) is used to
define the inside and outside regions with respect to the boundary as follows

6
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UðxÞ ¼ 0 (

8x 2 oX \ D

UðxÞ < 0 (

8x 2 X

UðxÞ > 0 (

8 x 2 ðDnXÞ

:

ð47Þ

In the present study, U is constructed as the signed distance function to the free boundary 0CH of a structure.
Propagation of 0CH is modeled by the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation
Ut þ ajrUj ¼ bjjrUj;

ð48Þ

where
a¼

n
X



bs Gs  Gs1  k;

b ¼ a:

ð49Þ

stiffness matrix may become negative, and this will cause
numerical instability.
In the present work, being similar to the method proposed
by Ha and Cho [14], we do the finite element analysis by
modifying a fixed background mesh and do not use the artificial weak material, as proposed in our previous study [15] and
used in [25, 33]. A similar method was also proposed by
Allaire et al. [34]. Before the optimization, we set up a background triangle mesh for the reference domain D. In each iteration of the optimization, modification of the fixed background
mesh is performed to obtain a mesh that is conformal to the
geometry of the structure. The detail of the modification is
referred to [15].

s¼1

A structured grid and the finite difference method (the
first order upwind spatial differencing and forward Euler
time differencing) are used to solve the equation, and a reinitialization procedure is periodically performed. A PDE based
method is used for velocity extension [31]. In the velocity
extension, we first compute a and b on CH, then we extend
these quantities to the entire reference domain D. More
details of the numerical computations of level set can be
found in [29, 30].
A move limit strategy [32] is applied to the extended velocity to improve the stability and convergence rate of the level set
based optimization. This is achieved by applying the following
equation to the extended velocity
2

~ve ðxÞ ¼ ve ðxÞ eðUðxÞ=hÞ =c ;

ð50Þ

where ve is the original extended velocity; ~ve is the extended
velocity after applying the move limit; h is the grid size of
level set computation, c > 0 is a parameter that controls
the size of move limit. The term U(x)/h stands for the normalization of U(x). The normalization is introduced here so
that the value of c is independent of the grid size h. When
the value of c decreases, the size of move limit decreases.
In our present work, c is set to 0.1.

6 Finite element analysis
Conventionally, an Eulerian method employing a fixed
mesh and ersatz material is used for the finite element analysis
in the level set based method of topology optimization. Instead
of solving the equilibrium equation on X, it solves the equation
on the entire reference domain D with the void DnX being
mimicked by an artificial weak material. However, in the
present study of topology optimization of geometrically nonlinear structures, if the elements filled by the artificial weak
material undergo excessively large deformation, their tangent

7 Numerical examples
In this section, several examples in two dimensions are
given, although there exists no conceptual difficulty to do the
numerical examples in three dimensions. In these examples,
it is assumed that the solid material has a Young’s modulus
E = 3 GPa and Poisson’s ratio m ¼ 0:4. For all the examples,
the plane stress state is assumed; thickness is 0.1 m; 3-node
triangle finite element is used.
7.1 Example 1

The optimal design problem of the first example is shown
in Figure 1. The reference domain is a rectangle of size
1 m · 0.25 m. The left side is fixed. The upper bound of volume is 50% of the reference domain. There are 12,318 triangle
elements in the background mesh for the reference domain D.
A 500 · 125 rectilinear grid is used for level set computations.
The initial design is shown in Figure 1.
We set load to 100, 200, 300, and 500 kN respectively in
five optimizations, and in each optimization the load is evenly
divided into five load steps. The parameter in the KS function
is set to q = 20, and the parameter for the perimeter term in the
objective function is set to a = 1 · 104 because the order of
magnitude of KS function is 101. The optimal structures are
shown in Figure 3. The history of convergence with the load in
optimization being 100 kN is provided as an example in
Figure 4.
In order to compare the proposed KS function with the end
compliance and the complementary work, optimizations are
also done by replacing the KS function in the objective
function with W or UC. In these optimizations, the parameter
for the perimeter term in the objective function is set to
a = 1 because the order of magnitude of W and UC is

0.25

1.0

t
(a)

Figure 2. (a) Design problem and (b) initial design.

(b)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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Figure 3. Optimal structures with the KS function being used as the stiffness criterion. (a) t = 100 kN, (b) t = 200 kN, (c) t = 300 kN,
(d) t = 500 kN.
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Figure 4. History of convergence.

104–105. The optimal structures obtained when the end compliance is used as the stiffness criterion are shown in Figure 5,
and those of the complementary work are shown in Figure 6.
The deformed shape of the optimal structures are shown in
Figure 7. Figures 7a, d, g, j are the deformed optimal structures
obtained when the KS function is chosen as the stiffness criterion; Figure 7b, e, h, k are of the end compliance; Figure 7c, f,
i, l are of the complementary work.
From these results one can see that the shape and topology
of all the optimal structures depend on the load level. In contrast, for a linear elastic structure, the results will be independent of load level due to the principle of superposition [5].
When the load is 500 kN, all the optimal structures have a
slender beam at the right end except that their lengths are
different. Such a slender beam is not stiff, but it is able to
effectively reduce the length of load arm in the final

equilibrium configuration, as shown in Figure 7, thus effectively increasing the stiffness of the final equilibrium configuration. Such a phenomenon is most prominent in the optimal
structures obtained when the end compliance is chosen as
the stiffness criterion, since the end compliance concerns only
with the stiffness of the final equilibrium configuration. However, the slender beam at the right end, for instance the one
shown in Figure 5d, is not efficient for smaller loads, for
instance an 100 kN load. One can imagine that even if the
slender beam in Figure 5d is changed to connect with the
remaining structure through a hinge, the end compliance will
not increase significantly.
Detailed quantitative comparisons are given in Table 1. As
one can see that when the end compliance is chosen as the
stiffness criterion in optimization, the corresponding optimal
structures have the smallest end compliance and the smallest
strain energy (except when load is 200 kN), and that such a
trend is more prominent when the load level is high. But as
explained above, this phenomenon only indicates that the
end compliance is a good stiffness criterion for the final equilibrium configuration. Actually, it was suggested that the end
compliance may not be the best criterion of stiffness for
geometrically nonlinear structures [2, 5].
In order to overcome such a problem, Buhl et al. [2] proposed to minimize the complementary work. Minimizing the
complementary work can be regarded as a multi-objective optimization whose objectives are the displacements of many

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5. Optimal structures with W being used as the stiffness criterion. (a) t = 100 kN, (b) t = 200 kN, (c) t = 300 kN, (d) t = 500 kN.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6. Optimal structures with UC being used as the stiffness criterion. (a) t = 100 kN, (b) t = 200 kN, (c) t = 300 kN, (d) t = 500 kN.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

Figure 7. Deformed optimal structures of different stiffness criteria. (a) KS (t = 100 kN), (b) U (t = 100 kN), (c) UC (t = 100 kN),
(d) KS (t = 200 kN), (e) U (t = 200 kN), (f) UC (t = 200 kN), (g) KS (t = 300 kN), (h) U (t = 300 kN), (i) UC (t = 300 kN),
(j) KS (t = 500 kN), (k) U (t = 500 kN), (l) UC (t = 500 kN).

deformed configurations. As one can see in the results shown
in Figure 6, when the load is 200 kN or 300 kN there is no
slender beam at the right end, and when the load is 500 kN
the length of the slender beam is much shorter than that shown
in Figure 5d. In addition, as can be seen in Table 1, when UC is
chosen as the stiffness criterion, the optimal structures have the
smallest UC (except when load is 200 kN).

The inspiring previous studies are extended in our present
work by considering the aggregated load-normalized strain
energy increments between consecutive load steps. From the
optimal structure shown in Figure 3d, one can see that when
the load is 500 kN the length of slender beam is much shorter
than that shown in Figure 5d and is comparable to that shown
in Figure 6d. More importantly, the quantitative results given in
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Table 1. Quantitative results of optimization with different criteria of stiffness. (Although there is no parameter q in the optimization of end
compliance and complementary work, q is set to 20 for the comparison. The volume of all the optimal structures are 50% of the reference
domain. The unit of W, U, UC is J.)
Stiffness criterion in optimization
KS
W
UC
Stiffness criterion in optimization
KS
W
UC

100 kN
KS
0.11
0.11
0.11

200 kN

W
12,083
11,845
11,846

U
5997
5875
5882
300 kN
96,090
44,111
95,395
38,009
98,435
46,911

0.14
0.15
0.15

UC
6086
5969
5964

KS
0.13
0.13
0.13

51,978
57,385
51,523

0.18
0.22
0.18

W
45,210
45,518
45,786

U
21,279
20,740
22,345
500 kN
239,634
104,774
220,999
77,043
240,152
104,942

UC
23,931
24,777
23,441
134,860
143,956
135,209

0

W as stiffness criterion
Uc as stiffness criterion
KS as stiffness criterion

external load (kN)

−100

−200

−300

−400

−500
−0.5

−0.45

−0.4

−0.35

−0.3

−0.25

−0.2

−0.15

−0.1

−0.05

0

displacement (m)

Figure 8. Load-displacement curves of the optimal structures (load is 500 kN).

1

2

t
(a)

(b)

Figure 9. (a) Design problem and (b) initial design of the second example

Table 1 show that when the KS function is chosen as the stiffness criterion in optimization, the optimal structures have
smaller end compliance and smaller strain energy as compared
to the optimal structures obtained when the complimentary
work is chosen as the stiffness criterion (except when load is
100 kN).
Comparison of load-displacement curves of the optimal
structures obtained when load is 500 kN in the optimization
are shown in Figure 8. As can be seen in this figure, when

the load level is below 300 kN, the displacement of the optimal
structure obtained when the end compliance is chosen as the
stiffness criterion is the largest, which indicates that the slender
beam at the right end shown in Figure 5d is not stiff. The red
curve is almost the same as the blue curve, nevertheless Du1 of
the red curve is smaller than that of the blue curve.
As mentioned in Section 3, when the parameter q in the KS
function approaches positive infinity, the limit of the KS function will be equal to the maximum of Dus. In this example,
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load is 500 kN, Du1 should not dominate the optimization
(recall that Du1 is the load normalized strain energy increment
when load is 100 kN), and the value of q should not be too big.
In the present example, we see that q = 20 is a good choice. For
the structure shown in Figure 3d, the Dus are: Du1 = 0.1345,
Du2 = 0.1033, Du3 = 0.0907, Du4 = 0.0800, Du5 = 0.0709,
and the KS function is 0.1829. In fact, the parameter q in the
KS function offers to designer a way to adjust the weights of
each Dus, but the weights in the complementary work are fixed.

Figure 10. The optimal structure of the second example.

7.2 Example 2

The optimal design problem of the second example is
shown in Figure 8. The reference domain is a rectangle of size
2 m · 1 m. The upper bound of volume is 30% of the reference domain. There are 10,934 triangle elements in the background mesh for the reference domain D. A 600 · 300
rectilinear grid is used for level set computations. The initial
design is shown in Figure 8. The load is 1200 kN, and it is
evenly divided into five load steps. The parameter in the KS
function is set to q = 400. The value of q is much bigger than

objective function

0.025

objective functiont
volume ratio

0.5

0.02

0.015

1

0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

volume ratio

we observed that Du1 is always the maximal one of Dus
because when the structure deforms the length of load arm
decreases and hence stiffness increases. Therefore, a bigger
value of q in this example will let Du1 get a more significant
role in the optimization. It seems that a higher value of q
can eliminate the slender beam at the right end. However, we
also observed that when the optimal structure obtained with
an 100 kN load is subjected to a 500 kN load, the structure
buckles and is not stable. Therefore, in the optimization when

0
450

450

Figure 11. History of convergence of the second example.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 12. Intermediate designs of the optimization of the second example. (a) Step 55, (b) step 90, (c) step 110, (d) step 200.
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1
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t
(a)

(b)

Figure 13. (a) Design problem and (b) initial design of the third example.

Dus, one can see that the optimal structure is softening as the
load increases, which is different from the hardening behavior
in the first example.
If the structure is linear elastic, a well-known Michell’s
solution to the current design problem is available in the
literature [35–37]. The shape and topology of the optimal geometrically nonlinear structure is almost the same as the well
known solution.
7.3 Example 3

that of the first example because the Dus in this example are
closer to zero, and we observed that when the values of the
aggregated functions are closer to zero, q should be bigger
to ensure the KS function reasonably approximate the
maximum. The parameter for the perimeter term in the objective function is set to a = 1 · 104.
The optimal structure is shown in Figure 10. The history of
convergence is shown in Figure 11, from which one can see
that the convergence is smooth. Four intermediate designs of
the optimization are shown in Figure 12, from which one
can see that the shape and topology were changed during the
optimization. The end compliance is W = 67,823 J; the strain
energy is U = 34,673 J; the complementary work is
UC = 33,150 J; the KS function is KS = 0.015. The Dus are:
Du1 = 0.0108, Du2 = 0.0109, Du3 = 0.0111, Du4 = 0.0115,
Du5 = 0.0121; the volume ratio is 30%. From the values of

The optimal design problem of the third example is shown
in Figure 12. The upper bound of volume is 40% of the reference domain. There are 10,934 triangle elements in the background mesh for the reference domain D. A 600 · 300
rectilinear grid is used for level set computations. The initial
design is shown in Figure 12. The load is 1500 kN, and it is
evenly divided into five load steps. The parameter in the KS
function is set to q = 400. The parameter for the perimeter
term in the objective function is set to a = 1 · 104.
The optimal structure is shown in Figure 14. The history of
convergence is shown in Figure 15, from which one can see
that the convergence is smooth. The end compliance is
W = 124,948 J; the strain energy is U = 64,229 J; the complementary work is UC = 60,719 J; the KS function is
KS = 0.021. The Dus are: Du1 = 0.0157, Du2 = 0.0160,
Du3 = 0.0164, Du4 = 0.0171, Du5 = 0.0181; the volume ratio
is 40%. From the values of Dus, one can see that the optimal
structure is softening as the load increases.

objective function

0.035

objective function
volume ratio

0.8

0.03

0.6

0.025

0.4

0.02

0

100

Figure 15. History of convergence of the third example.

200

300

400

500

0.2
600

volume ratio

Figure 14. The optimal structure of the third example.
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8 Conclusion
In the present paper, the aggregated load-normalized strain
energy increments between consecutive load steps is proposed
as a stiffness criterion of geometrically nonlinear structures.
A topology optimization problem is then defined to minimize
the KS function together with the perimeter of structure and
a volume constraint. The finite element analysis is done by
remeshing, and artificial weak material is not used. Therefore,
the numerical instability related to the artificial weak material
is eliminated. The shape derivative of free boundary is derived
by using a Lagrangian function and the adjoint method. The
topology optimization problem is solved by using the level
set method. Several numerical examples in two dimensions
are provided. Other criteria of stiffness, i.e., the end compliance
and the complementary work, are compared. The results shown
that the proposed KS function gives a comprehensive description of the stiffness of geometrically nonlinear structures.
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